Dietary effects on object recognition: The impact of high-fat high-sugar diets on recollection and familiarity-based memory.
Exposure to a high-fat high-sugar (HFHS) diet rapidly impairs novel-place- but not novel-object-recognition memory in rats (Tran & Westbrook, 2015, 2017). Three experiments sought to investigate the generality of diet-induced cognitive deficits by examining whether there are conditions under which object-recognition memory is impaired. Experiments 1 and 3 tested the strength of short- and long-term object-memory trace, respectively, by varying the interval of time between object familiarization and subsequent novel object test. Experiment 2 tested the effect of increasing working memory load on object-recognition memory by interleaving additional object exposures between familiarization and test in an n-back style task. Experiments 1-3 failed to detect any differences in object recognition between HFHS and control rats. Experiment 4 controlled for object novelty by separately familiarizing both objects presented at test, which included one remote-familiar and one recent-familiar object. Under these conditions, when test objects differed in their relative recency, HFHS rats showed a weaker memory trace for the remote object compared to chow rats. This result suggests that the diet leaves intact recollection judgments, but impairs familiarity judgments. We speculate that the HFHS diet adversely affects "where" memories as well as the quality of "what" memories, and discuss these effects in relation to recollection and familiarity memory models, hippocampal-dependent functions, and episodic food memories. (PsycINFO Database Record